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1 
The present. invention» relates to-v shears for 

forming zigzag cuts in fabric. and particularly. 
toforming said cuts With'out?bunchingbf 'the 
fabric ' and'without 'increasingtth‘ei force ‘5 necesG 
saryy‘to‘make, such'cuts‘." . 

This "is an improvement “on‘vthe shears" shown 
in United Stat/6STLBttBl‘Si'PQJtBIllTZNO. 2,286,874. 
In saidpatent, a shearingsurface is provided 
onetheed’ge of’ the blades.~.which_has a following 
or negative angle with'respect' to the plane of 
cutting. While such shears are satisfactory for 
cutting one or two thicknesses of material they 
are di?‘lcult to use when the number of plies 
of material or the thickness of the material is 
increased due to the fact that the negative angle 
tends to cause the material to bind in the shears 
and require undue force for operating the same. 
According to the present invention the prior 

di?iculties have been overcome by providing the 
blades with a shearing surface having a prede 
termined critical leading or positive angle with 
respect to the plane of cutting. I have discovered 
that by providing blades with a shearing surface 
which forms a leading angle of 10° with respect 
to the plane of cutting and combining the same 
with a longitudinally curved edge on the blade 
so arranged that the teeth formed in the ridge 
on the blades are in single-tooth cutting engage-P 
ment throughout the operation of the shears, 
I am able to sever several times the thicknesses 
of material heretofore permissible without having 
to apply any greater force than was required 
with shears of the type disclosed in said patent. 
The leading angle of the shearing surface 

is a critical factor for if it varies substantially 
from the preferred 10° the blade will not cut 
properly or will not retain its cutting edge. 
The maximum limits in which 'a practical blade 
may be produced is one having a leading angle 
of not less than 7° and not more than 15°. 
Blades having a shearing surface with the 

leading angle as required present a su?icient 
face-to-face relationship of the shearing sur 
faces to control the movement of the material 
and tend to move the material laterally away 
from the cutting edge so that there is no tend 
ency to bunch or bind. This action of the pres 
ent blade also maintains the cloth in tension 
across the cutting edge as it is cut so that a 
clean cut is produced. 
By the use of the present invention in combin 

ing the leading shearing surface with the curved 
edge 'so that cuts through thicker material can 
be made Without increasing the required force, 
I have been able to employ blades of lighter '“H 
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weightlmetal. which: are icapable’ of -' producing 
satisfactory. cutss. through: several plies~ of‘ ma— 
terial-,i.tlius reducingiitherweight and-cost of’ the“ 

Other 'featuresuand::advantages,of the in~= 
vention willv be‘ s apparent " from the " speci?cation 
and claims -; when ' considered: in. connection ,- with 
theedrawings :in which? ' 

Figure 1v is ~aaplan .view of ~. the~= shears inopen : 
position: 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the shears in closed 
position. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view through the blades 
taken along line 3—3 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of one 
blade illustrating the critical angles. 
As shown in the drawings the shears of the 

present invention comprises a pair of blades 
Hi pivotally connected at II and provided with 
operating handles I2 having the usual ?nger 
and thumb openings l3, l4. Each of the blades 
H) has formed on its facing sides ridges I5 ex 
tending along the cutting edges 16 thereof. Each 
of the ridges has milled therein complementary 
zigzag teeth I‘! which cooperate to produce a 
zigzag cut when the shears are operated. 
According to the present invention the cutting 

edge of each of the blades is provided with a 
shearing surface l8 extending along the teeth 
which, as shown in Fig. 4, slopes back from the 
cutting edge of the teeth and produces a lead 
ing angle which is inclined toward the plane of 
cutting as indicated by line A—A. I have found 
that the value of this angle is critical in order 
to produce a satisfactory shears in which the 
blades have a tendency during the cutting oper 
ation to move the cloth laterally away from the 
point of cutting and prevent bunching of the 
cloth between the blades. In the preferred form 
of the invention I employ a leading 10° angle; 
however, it may vary between ‘7° and 15° and still 
produce a satisfactory cutting edge. If the an 
gle is less than 7° it will not be sufficiently effec 
tive to prevent the bunching or binding action 
and if the angle is greater than 15° the blade 
will not retain, but will readily lose its cutting 
ability and not produce a satisfactory out. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the cutting edges are lon 

gitudinally curved starting from a point forward 
of the pivot intersecting at the ends of the blades 
at a point in line with the pivot, the ourvebeing 
such that there is substantially single~tooth en 
gagement throughout the cutting operation. 
This single-tooth engagement combined with the 
leading angle which prevents bunching enables 
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me to cut a greater thickness of material than 
heretofore could be out without having to exert 
any more force on the handles than was previ 
ously required. Also, this combined action of 
the single-tooth engagement with the leading 
angle on the cutting edge enables me to produce 
shears having satisfactory cutting characteris 
tics of a much lighter weight material since it 
greatly reduces the force necessary to cut through 
the fabric when the usual two or three layers 
of fabric are employed. 

Variations and modi?cations may be made 
within the scope of the claims and portions of 
the improvements may be used without others. 

I claim: 7 

1. A shear for making a zigzag out having a‘ 
pair of pivoted blades provided with facing ridges 
on opposite edges thereof having transversely 
extending cooperating teeth, said edges of the 
blades being longitudinally curved from a point 
forward of the pivot and intersecting at the ends 
of the blades at a point in line with the pivot 
and being provided with a shearing surface ex 
tending along the teeth, said surface sloping back 
from the cutting edge and forming a leading 
angle of 10° with the plane of cutting. 

2. In shears for making a zigzag cut having 
blades provided with facing ridges on opposite 
longitudinally curved edges thereof having 
transversely extending cooperating teeth, the im 
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4 
provement of providing the curved edges with 
a shearing surface extending along the teeth, said 
surface sloping back from the cutting edge and 
forming a leading angle of 10° with the plane of 
cutting. 

3. In shears for making a zigzag out having 
blades provided with facing ridges on opposite 
longitudinally curved edges thereof having 
transversely extending cooperating teeth, the im 
provement of providing the curved edges with a 
shearing surface extending along the teeth, said 
surface sloping back from the cutting edge and 
forming a leading angle of between 7° and 15° 
with the plane of cutting. 
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